APPENDIX I:

Worcester and Environs
Guide Plan & Regional Geological Maps

Breede Valley
Spatial Development Framework
Map
Figure I 1: Worcester and Environs Guideplan, 1990.
Figure I2: Breede Valley SDF 2003 – Worcester map showing Farm 792 (305/R) Barclay Hills earmarked for residential development (yellow area within the blue circle, blue arrow).
Figure I 3: Geological map showing the metamorphic rocks of the Malmesbury Group and the Worcester fault (thick black line) in relation to the proposed Barclay Hills Development (Farm 792 (305/R)). After Worcester & Environs Guideplan, 1990.
Figure I 4: Map showing Worcester in relation to seismic intensity of the Western Cape after the Western Cape Provincial SDF, 2005.